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FESTICLOWN 2014 

 

 



 

In cooperation with the Spanish institution (Pallasos en rebeldia) Human 

Supporters  Association organized a Festiclown 2 in Nablus , it started since the 1
st
 

of October till the 9
th

  , and it included many activities and workshops . 

It started with the street show with all the clowns and HSA volunteers , then all the 

clowns started to go to the hospitals , refugee camps and health centers and do their 

show , also during that time workshops of clowning and laugh therapy were held up 

in Human Supporters Association headquarter . 

And in the final day a big festival was held up in   theatre of Jamal Abd Naser park , 

with attendance of thousands of people from the city and the areas around . this 

show included clowning , magic , Dabkeh and dance. 

It is worth to mention that Human Supporters Association is working hard to find 

the way of entertaining and help  people   , especially the children , because of all the 

hard situation that the Palestinian society going through and live. 

 

   

 

 

Delegations and International friends 

 

Many delegations from french organizations including (HAMAP,CEMEA, and 

AFPS) visited Human Supporters Association , and as usual the team of associations 

talked about the activities and the history of the association and the beginnings , 



then they were taken to a tour in the old city of Nablus , and they were informed 

about the political history and the conflict that the city went through during the 

invasion. 

And during the visits, Human supporters Association team proposed some future  

projects , hoping to have new partners and supporting in the future. 

 

 

   

 

HSA on focus 

Nagham Shakshir 

 

 

Nagham 20 years old from Nablus , is in the 3
rd

 year in Najah National University , 

studying Psychologist. 

Nagham started to volunteer in Human Supporters Association since last year , and 

participated in many activities such as theatre , educational and psychological 

support. 

A variety in the activities in the association  , and that gives a lot of choices to the 

volunteers to find out what they   are good at and what they like 



Also meeting people from different backgrounds helps me to expand my knowledge 

and strengthening my language. 

I am so happy to be here , because I met many people who are my friends now  , and 

meeting people especially kids that I am able to support them while I am in the 

association  , and I hope that I keep on doing that ." 
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